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1. Introduction 

 Free Choice Items (FCIs) express what Vendler 1967 calls ‘freedom of 

choice’, a property manifested in the typical use of the English any in generic 

sentences, as in (1a) and with modal verbs, as in (1b). 

 

(1) a. generic: Any owl hunts mice.  (Kadmon and Landman 1993:354) 

 b. modal: You may take any card. 

 

The addressee is free to pick whichever owl or card she chooses in these 

sentences. Crosslinguistically FCIs have a restricted distribution; they are 

licensed in non-veridical contexts１

 

, like possibility modal (cf. (1b)), necessity 

modal (cf. (2a)), or conditional sentences (cf. (2b)).   

(2) a. German  (Krazter and Shimoyama 2002: 12) 

  Mary  muss irgendeinen  Doktor  hieraten. 

  Mary must a whatsoever doctor  marry 

  ‘Mary must marry a doctor, any doctor is a permitted option.’ 

 b. Dutch  (Hoeksema 2010: 841) 

  Als  ik enig voorstel  verwerp, wordt  hij boos. 



  when I any  proposal  reject,  becomes he mad 

  ‘When I reject any proposal, he gets mad.’ 

Also FCIs are characterized not to be licensed in episodic sentences２

 

. Without 

substrigging, i.e. the modification to the head noun, the following sentences are 

ungrammatical. 

(3) a. Greek (Giannakidou 2001: 661) 

  *Idha   opjondhipote. 

  saw.perf.1sg. FC 

  ‘*I saw anybody.’ 

 b. French  (Jays and Tovena 2005: 20) 

  Tout étudiant *(qui a triché)   a  été  renvoyé. 

  any  student  who perf cheated  perf be  excluded 

  ‘Any student *(who have cheated) was excluded.’ 

 

 Non-veridicality and anti-episodicity, however, do not account for Japanese 

FCIs. Japanese FCIs, realized in WH indeterminate pronouns and focus particle 

-demo ‘even’, are fine in veridical (cf. (4a)) and episodic contexts (cf. (4b)). 

 

(4) a. veridical 

  Hoshi-wa  nan-demo   shit-teiru. 

  star-TOP  what-DEMO  know-PROG   

  ‘Lit. Stars know anything.’ 

 b. episodic 

  Sazae-wa  dare-ni-demo  sono-uwasa-o  shabet-ta. 

  Sazae-TOP who-LOC-DEMO that-rumor-ACC let out-PAST 



  ‘Lit. Sazae let out that rumor to anybody.’   

 

The purpose of this paper is to scrutinize why Japanese FCIs are licensed in 

veridical and episodic contexts. We are going to argue that Japanese nouns 

denote sets by default, due to their number/referential neutral property, and 

therefore Japanese need not expand individual alternatives in the sense of 

Kratzer and Shinoyama 2002 (K&S) in whatever contexts they are. Japanese 

therefore has the maximal propositional alternatives, and unlike most 

Indo-European languages, Japanese need not introduce the existential 

propositional operator [∃] together with modal operators. Japanese FCIs are not 

modality sensitive and have the episodic effect. 

 The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will introduce the 

alternative semantics proposed by K&S for our theoretical background. We will 

also overview Jacobson 1995 on -ever Free Relatives (-ever FRs). In Section 3, 

we will first look at the general picture of Japanese FCIs, and then scrutinize 

them based on the alternative semantics. We are going to argue Japanese does 

not need to widen domains of individual alternatives, due to its number neutral 

property. We will also show Japanese allows context-dependent propositional 

operators and Japanese FCIs are licensed in any context, including episodic ones. 

Conclusion comes in Section 4. 

 

2. Theoretical Background 

 There are two types of FCIs: any FCs like (2a,b) and -ever FRs. K&S, based 

on Hamblin semantics, open a new window for the former, and Jacobson 1995 is 

a pioneering work of the latter. In this section we will overview their analyses 

for our theoretical background. 



2.1 Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002 

 In their system, K&S assume all expressions denote sets. Indeterminate 

pronouns and phrases denote sets of individual alternatives, and the denotation 

of a man in a world w is the set of men in w, as in (5a). Most lexical items 

denote singleton sets containing traditional denotations. The verb ‘came’, for 

instance, denotes the singleton set containing the property ‘came’, as in (5b). Via 

functional application, the alternatives created by indeterminate phrases can 

expand, i.e. give rise to alternatives of a higher type, to combine the denotation 

of came to each of the elements in the denotation of a man. The result is a set of 

propositional alternatives, as given in (5c). 

 

(5) a. [[a man]]w,g = {x: man’(x)(w)} = {John, Mary, Ken, …} 

 b. [[came]]w,g = {λxλw’(came’(x)(w’))} 

 c. [[a man came]]w,g 

  = {p: ∃x[man’ (x)(w) & p = λw’(came’(x)(w’))} 

  = {John came, Mary came, Ken came, …} 

   

The alternatives keep expanding until they meet an operator that selects them. 

(6) gives the propositional operators proposed in K&S. A man came results from 

combining the set of propositions in (5c) with the propositional operator [∃]. 

 

(6) For any set of propositions A, 

 [∀](A) = {the proposition that is true in all worlds in which every    

    proposition in A is true} 

 [∃](A) = {the proposition that is true in all worlds in which some   

    proposition in A is true} 



 [Neg](A) = {the proposition that is true in all worlds in which no   

    proposition in A is true} 

 [Q](A) = {A} 

 

 K&S follow Kadmon and Landman 1993 and regard the function of free 

choice is to induce domain widening. German FCI irgend- widens the domain of 

ein Mann ‘a man’ to the set of all men, as illustrated in (7b). 

 

(7) a. [[einD Mann]]w,g = {x: man’(x)(w) & x ∈ g(D)} 

 b. [[irgend-[einD Mann] ]]w,g  

  = {x: ∃g’[man’(x)(w) & x ∈ g’(D)] = {x: man’(x)(w)} 

 

 Another important feature of German irgendein is that it is selective; it 

cannot associate with the propositional operator [∀]. It cannot associate with 

[Neg] or [Q]. The only operator irgendein indefinites can associate with is [∃]. 

Irgendein concords with the existential propositional operator [∃] and Kratzer 

2005 calls this ‘existential concord’. German irgend- indefinites lack their own 

quantificational force, but they have the existential interpretation via the 

propositional existential operator.  

 As observed in Section 1, Indo-European languages license FCIs in 

non-veridical contexts and they are anti-episodic. Kratzer 2005 assumes [∃] is 

introduced together with modal and certain other operators. (2a) is, for instance, 

repeated as (8a) below, has logical form (8b). Kratzer 2005 gives (8c) as the 

semantics for muss + [∃]. 

 

(8) a(=(2a)). Mary  muss irgendeinen  Doktor  heiraten. 



    ‘Mary must marry a doctor, any doctor is a permitted option.’ 

 b. (Muss + [∃]) (Mary irgendeinen Arzt heiraten) 

 c. For [[α]]w.g ⊆ D<st> : [[muss+[∃]α]]w,g  

  ={ λw’∀w’’[w’’ is accessible from w’ → ∃p[p∈[[α]]w’,g & p(w’’) = 1] 

  (Kratzer 2005: 130) 

 

 FCIs like German irgend- and English any force domain widening, and the 

propositional alternatives keep expanding until they meet the existential 

propositional operator [∃] introduced with modal operators. They are modality 

sensitive and are not licensed in episodic contexts. 

2.2 Jacobson 1995  

 Jacobson 1995 is a pioneering work on -ever FRs. They are felicitious when 

the speaker does not know, or does not care about, the identity of the thing in 

question (cf.(9a)). She assumes plain FRs denote maximal plural entities, i.e. a 

singleton set, and defines English what as in (9b). 

 

(9) a. John read whatever Bill assigned.  (Jacobson 1995: 454) 

 b. [[what]] = λPλX[P(X) ∧ ∀Y(P(Y) → Y≤X)]  (Ibid.: 473) 

 

Jacobson 1995 does not define -ever FRs, but Dayal 1997, based on Jacobson’s 

analysis, proposes that ever has a ‘modal’ dimension and is interpreted with 

respect to a set of identity-alternatives to the world of evaluation. In (10a), for 

instance, what she is cooking denotes a singleton set ιx[cooking(i)(x)(m)], and 

whatever she is cooking denotes a set of identity alternatives, as given in (10b). 

Depending on the identity chosen, the dish Mary cooks varies.  

 



(10) a. Mary is cooking something. Whatever she is cooking uses onions. 

  b. ∀i-alt ∈ f(w)(s)[uses-onions(i)(ιx[cooking(i)(x)(m)])] 

   (Dayal 1997: 108) 

 

 To our knowledge, not a single work has been proposed to unify the 

accounts for any FCs and -ever FRs together in the literature. What is common 

between the two is free choiceness. They are different, however, in their 

licensing conditions; any FCs are anti-episodic, as seen in Section 1, but -ever 

FRs are fine in episodic contexts, as observed in (9a) and (10a). In the 

alternative semantics framework K&S propose, (9a) is interpreted as (11b). 

 

(11) a. [[John read whatever Bill assigned]]w,g = {j read b1, j read b2, … } 

  b. [∀]({j read b1, j read b2, … }) 

 

The propositional alternative (11a) keeps expanding until it meets the 

propositional operator [∀]. We assume ever-FRs are selective and associate only 

with [∀]. Also [∀] is introduced without any modal operators and is not 

modality-sensitive. Hence ever-FRs are licensed in episodic contexts. 

 

3. Japanese FCIs 

 Haspelmath 1997 observes that many languages use WH indeterminate 

pronouns and focus particles for FCIs, and Japanese is one of them. In the study 

of FCIs, Japanese is worth considering because (i) unlike English and many 

other Indo-European languages, free choice is marked with focus particle -demo, 

lexically distinct from the NPI -mo, so that Japanese FCIs are free from polarity 

sensitivity, (ii) the quantificational force is clearly expressed with adverbs of 



quantification in Japanese FCIs, and Japanese FCIs are therefore free from the 

controversial discussion of the universal/existential quantificational force in the 

literature (cf. Horn 2000, among many others), and (iii) contra the observations 

in the literature, Japanese FCIs are licensed in veridical and episodic contexts 

even without subtrigging. Needless to say, FCIs are fine in non-veridical 

contexts in Japanese, as in other languages.  

 In the following, we will first overview the general picture of Japanese FCIs, 

and then go into the detailed discussion of the properties of Japanese FCIs based 

on the alternative semantics. 

3.1  General View 

 Japanese has eight WH-indeterminate pronouns given in Table 1. With -ka, 

Japanese WH-indeterminate pronouns have the existential force. With -mo, they 

have the universal force. In the scope of negation, they function as NPIs. With 

-demo, they have the free-choice reading３

 

. Observe (12). 

WH-pronoun translation WH-pronoun translation 
dare ‘who’ doko ‘where’ 
nani ‘what’ itsu ‘when’ 
dore ‘which’ naze ‘why’ 
dono ‘which (+CN)’ doo ‘how’ 

Table 1: Japanese WH-indeterminate Pronouns 

 

(12) a. Dare-ka/-mo-ga/-demo   ki-ta. 

   who-KA/-MO-NOM/- DEMO come-PAST 

   ‘Somebody/Everybody/Anybody came.’ 

  b. Dono*(-kado)-demo  hi’ite-kudasai. 

   wh-card-DEMO   pick-please 



   ‘Please pick any card.’ 

 

Japanese has two types of FCIs; ones using -demo with dare ‘who’, nani ‘what’, 

dore ‘which’, doko ‘where’ and itsu ‘when’ form FCIs with –demo, as in (12a). 

They correspond to English anybody, anything, any one, anywhere, and any time, 

respectively. The other with dono- ‘which (+CN)’ , on the other hand, requires a 

common noun to follow, as shown in (12b), and with -demo, they form FCIs 

equivalent to the English any FC. 

 Both types of Japanese FCIs have the universal and the existential force. 

Japanese allows adverbs of quantification to follow FCIs and (13) shows both 

types of Japanese FCIs are fine with the universal adjunct min’na ‘all’ and the 

existential adjunct hito-ri/tsu ‘one-CL’. 

 

(13) a. Dare-demo  min’na/hito -ri   kite-kudasai. 

   who-DEMO  all/one-CL:HUMAN come-please 

   ‘Everyone/Anyone, please come.’ 

  b. Dono-keki-demo  hito-tsu   totte-kudasai. 

   which-cake-DEMO one-CL:THING take-please 

   ‘Please take any cake.’ 

  c. Ikite’iku-tameni  dono -shigoto-demo min’na  yat-ta. 

   survive-in order to  which-work-DEMO all   do-PAST 

   ‘Lit. In order to survive,  (I)４

 

 did any work.’ 

With this general picture of Japanese FCIs, we will proceed to apply K&S’s 

alternative semantics to Japanese FCIs. 

3.2  Alternative Semantics Approach to Japanese FCIs and Its Problems 



 K&S assume indeterminate phrases denote sets of individual alternatives, 

and via functional application, they form propositional alternatives, which keep 

expanding till they meet a propositional operator. In this section we are going to 

show how K&S’s framework is faced with problems when applied to Japanese 

FCIs. 

 The Japanese literature says that Japanese indeterminate pronouns have the 

existential force with focus particle -ka. With -mo, they have the universal force. 

With -demo, they have the free choice meaning, as observed in (12a). Applying 

K&S’s analysis to Japanese, we are led to claim -ka functions as the 

propositional operator [∃], as shown in (14a), and -mo functions as the 

propositional operator [∀], as given in (14b). 

 

 (14) a. Dare-ka kita. 

   [∃][[dare kita]]w,g =[∃]{p: ∃x[man’ (x)(w) & p =λw’(came’(x)(w’)} 

         = [∃]{Taro came, Hanako came, Ken came, …} 

  b. Dare-mo-ga kita. 

   [∀][[dare kita]]w,g=[∀]{p: ∃x[man’ (x)(w) & p =λw’(came’(x)(w’)} 

         = [∀]{Taro came, Hanako came, Ken came, …} 

 

-Demo, however, finds no corresponding operator in K&S’s framework. Kratzer 

2005 claims German free choice irgendein- concords with [∃], but the same is 

not the case with Japanese, since -ka has that load. This is the first problem. 

 The second problem is that Japanese allows adverbs of quantification to 

occur with FCIs, as in (13). Japanese FCIs have the universal reading or the 

existential reading, depending on the context, and sentences like (13) cast doubt 

to specify the unique propositional operator that concords with -demo in 



Japanese. The third problem is more serious; if -demo were a propositional 

operator of some sense, dare in (13) would be bound by two operators of -demo 

and a generalized quantifier min’na or hito-ri, which is theoretically anomalous. 

 To avoid these problems, we are going to argue -demo is not a quantifier in 

the next section. 

3.3  Proposals 

 We are going to argue (i) Japanese need not widen domains of individual 

alternatives, due to its number/reference neutral property, and (ii) -demo is not a 

propositional operator but a restrictor to individual alternatives. Adverbs of 

quantification function as propositional operators in Japanese and unlike 

Indo-European languages, Japanese allows covert context-dependent 

propositional operators. Let us start our discussion with (i). 

3.3.1 No Domain Widening  

 Japanese is a numeral classifier language, and reference and number are not 

specified obligatorily. Gakusei ‘student’, for instance, means ‘a student/the 

student/students/the students/student’, depending on the context. Japanese nouns 

denote sets by default, and where necessary, Japanese specifies the number of 

individuals by numeral classifiers or plurals. In Mizuguchi (2004), I call 

classifiers and plurals ‘individuating functions’; they individuate singleton sets 

to generate atoms. In K&S’s framework, Japanese nouns have the maximal 

individual alternatives; gakusei ‘student’ denotes a set of students, as given in 

(15a), and numeral classifiers specify the number of individual alternative; 

san-nin-no gakusei ‘3-CL:Human-GEN student’ is, for instance, interpreted as in 

(15b). 

 

 (15) a. [[gakusei]]w,g = {x:student’(x)(w)} = {Taro, Hanako, Ken, …} 



  b. [[san-nin-no gakusei]]w,g = { |{x:student’(x)(w)}|=3 } 

   ={Taro, Hanako, Ken} 

 

 Along the same line, Japanese indeterminate pronouns like dare ‘who’ 

denote the maximal individual sets of people, as in (16a). Dono- ‘which (+CN)’ 

is different from other indeterminate pronouns in that it requires a common noun 

to follow. We define dono- as (16b), and dono-gakusei ‘which student’ is 

interpreted as in (16c). 

 

(16) a. [[dare]]w,g = {x:person’(x)(w)} 

  b. [[ dono ]] w,g = λPλx[P(x) &∀y(P(y)(w) →y≤x)] 

  c. [[ dono gakusei ]]w,g  

   ={x: student’(x) &∀y(student’(y)(w)→y≤x)}={x: student’(x)(w)} 

 

Japanese nouns denote sets and they do not denote atomic individuals, by 

default. Dono- generates atoms from sets, and (16c) says the individual 

alternatives it generates are the same as those denoted by the set of gakusei 

‘student’. One piece of evidence to support this claim comes from the fact dono- 

is incompatible with -ka, while other indeterminate indefinites are compatible 

with -ka, and also with -mo, and -demo. Compare (17) with (12a). 

 

(17) Dono-gakusei *-ka/-mo/-demo  ki-ta. 

  Dono-student *KA/MO/DEMO  come-PAST 

  ‘*Some/Every/Any student came.’ 

 

Focus particle -ka is compatible with singleton sets, which accounts for the 



ungrammaticality of (17) with -ka. 

 If we are on the right track, individual alternatives of Japanese indeterminate 

pronouns will be maximal. This means Japanese need not widen the domain of 

alternative individuals, unlike German and other Indo-European languages. 

Recall (7), repeated below as (18). 

 

(18)(=(7)) a. [[einD Mann]]w,g = {x: man’(x)(w) & x ∈ g(D)} 

   b. [[irgend-[einD Mann] ]]w,g = {x: ∃g’[man’(x)(w) & x ∈ g’(D)]  

           = {x: man’(x)(w)} 

(19) a. [[ ∅X gakusei ]]w,g = {x:student’(x)(w) & x ∈ g(D)} 

  b. [[∅-[donoX gakusei]]]w,g 

   ={x:[ student’(x) &∀y(student’(y)(w)→y≤x)]} 

   ={x:student’(x)(w) ∈ g(D)} 

 

Whether Japanese is a D-language or not is unsettled in the Japanese literature, 

so we tentatively assume functional category X, instead of D, in (19). The point 

is, Japanese need not require domaing-widening induced by German irgend- 

equivalents to make individual alternatives maximal; they are maximal by 

default. This difference comes from the nominal properties of Japanese and 

German; Japanese nouns are number/reference neutral, and denote sets. They 

need to be individuated to generate atoms. German and other Indo-European 

languages are, on the other hand, number-obligatory and atoms are given by 

default. They need to generate groups from atoms, and need to widen the 

domain of individuals by irgend- in German and any in English to expand 

individual alternatives. As we will see later, the fact that Japanese does not need 

to widen domains of individuals makes Japanese FCIs licensed freely. 



3.3.2 Propositional Operators Are Not Necessarily Overt 

 To avoid the difficulties with K&S pointed out in Section 3.2, we will 

propose to analyze -demo not as a propositional operator but a restrictor on the 

sets of propositional alternatives. Originally, Japanese focus particle -mo means 

addition (cf. Ohno 1989), -demo carries scale implicature (cf. Nakanishi 2006), 

and -ka means selection. Addition results in the number of propositional 

alternatives to be more than one, and scale implicature demands more than one 

propositions to make a scale. Selection, on the other hand, can result in one 

proposition. 

 These properties of focus particles impose restrictions on the sets of 

propositional alternatives they appear with; -ka is compatible with singleton sets, 

while -mo and -demo are not. We propose that the Japanese focus particles 

-mo,-demo, and -ka are not propositional operators but restrict the sets of 

alternative propositions, as given in (20). 

 

(20) For any set of proposition A, when A is subject to be bound by Adverbs 

  of Quantification [AdvQ](A), -ka requires 1≤ |A| ,  

  -demo requires 1< |A|<∞, and -mo requires 1< |A| ≤∞, in Japanese. 

 

(20) says that A can be a singleton set with -ka, and can be infinite and open 

with -mo. With -demo, A is closed. We can choose something freely only from 

closed sets. We cannot choose something from an open set. Adding to a closed 

set makes the set open. Japanese -demo indefinites are often felicitous in a 

situation where -mo indefinites are also licensed, but in a situation where a set is 

closed as in (21), only -demo indefinites are fine.  

 



(21) Nani-ka  suji-o    huta-tsu   kaite-kudasai. 

  What-KA  number-ACC  two-CL:THING write-please 

  Dono-suji-demo/*-mo    ii-desu. 

  which-number-DEMO/*-MO  fine-POLITE 

  ‘Write any two numbers. Any numbers will be fine.’ 

 

Along the same line, distributors are not licensed with FC-demo. They are fine 

with additional -mo; selection and distribution cannot be compatible. 

 

(22) Dono-sakuhin-mo/*-demo   sorezore rikisaku-da. 

  which-piece of work-MO/*-DEMO each  outstanding-COPULA 

  ‘Each piece of work is outstanding.’ 

 

If we are on the right track, (20) generates a cardinal, a proportional, the 

universal or the existential reading, depending on the adverb of quantification 

(AdvQ) operating on set A. In this light, we need not specify an independent 

quantificational operator for Japanese -demo. What is more, (20) is devoid of the 

problems of double quantification. Adverbs of quantification like min’na ‘all’ or 

hito-tsu ‘one’, as in (13), function as propositional operators and bind 

propositional alternatives, as illustrated in (23b). 

 

(23) a. Dare-demo min’na  ki-ta. 

   who-DEMO all   come-PAST 

   ‘Lit. Anybody all came.’ 

  b. [[ min’na]] (A={person1 came, person2 came, …, personn came } & 

   1< |A|<∞)  



 A possible counter-argument to (20) is that we have to admit sentences 

without overt propositional operators. (24a), for instance, has no adverb of 

quantification and its quantificational force is not specified. (23a), on the other 

hand, has a propositional operator min’na and its quantificational force is overt.  

 

 (24) a. Dare-demo ki-ta. 

   ‘Lit. Anybody came.’ 

  b. [[ OpC ]] (A={person1 came, person2 came, …, personn came } &  

   1< |A|<∞) , where OpC is a propositional operator contextually   

   determined 

 

We claim this is not a problem in Japanese because it allows the quantificational 

force not to be given overtly but covertly. Recall Japanese nouns are unspecified 

in number or reference and unlike Indo-European languages, Japanese 

individual alternatives are maximal by default. Along the same line, 

propositional operators need not be overtly specified and are interpreted 

context-dependently; (24a), for instance, is vague with its quantificational force 

and has its universal or existential reading, depending on the context.  

 We have seen that Japanese has maximal individual alternatives and does not 

need to ‘widen’ the domain of individual alternatives. Hence Japanese also has 

maximal propositional alternatives. In fact Japanese ‘narrows’ these domains by 

numeral classifier phrases or adverbs of quantification, where necessary. We are 

going to show this property of Japanese accounts for the episodic effect of 

Japanese FCIs in the next section. 

3.3. Episodic Effect 

 Japanese FCIs appear in any context whether it be veridical, non-veridical, 



or episodic. This is not the case in many other languages, as observed in Section 

1. The literature (Giannakidou 2001, among many others) says FCIs are 

non-veridical and anti-episodic. This claim is, however, an overgeneralization; 

ever-FRs are fine in episodic sentences ((9a), repeated below as (25a)), and 

any-FCs with subtrigging are also felicitous in episodic contexts (cf. (26a).  

 

(25) a(=(9a)). John read whatever Bill assigned. 

  b. [∀]{John read a, John read b, …, John read n} 

(26) a. John read any book on the table. 

  b. [∀]{John read b1, John read b2, … , John read bn} 

 

(25b) and (26b) are the interpretations of (25a) and (26a), respectively, in K&S’s 

alternative framework. Both alternative propositions are bound by the universal 

propositional operator [∀], and are felicitous. Notice that the alternative 

propositions are closed, due to the past tense in the former and to subtrigging in 

the latter, and they are subject to free choice. 

 As observed above, unlike Indo-European languages, Japanese FCIs are 

licensed in episodic and veridical contexts (cf. (4a,b), (13c)). German, however, 

needs to widen the individual alternatives by irgend- and to introduce the 

existential propositional operator [∃] to bind the propositional alternatives. 

 

(27) German 

  a. domain-widening:  [[ einD CN]] → [[ irgend-[einD CN]]] 

  b. introduction of [∃]: (Muss + [∃]) (A), where A is a set of   

         propositional alternatives 



(28) Japanese 

  [[ (Adv of Q) ]] (A) 

 

Japanese, on the other hand, does not need domain-widening or the introduction 

of [∃], since Japanese is number-neutral and individual alternatives are maximal, 

and it has overt as well as covert propositional operator and does not need to 

introduce [∃].  Hence Japanese FCIs are licensed in any contexts, including 

episodic and veridical ones. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 In this paper we have looked at the episodic effect in Japanese FCIs, and 

concluded Japanese has the episodic effect due to its maximal individual 

alternatives and context-dependent propositional operators. Indo-European 

languages need to widen their domain, due to their number-obligatory property. 

Also they need to introduce the existential propositional operator [∃] together 

with modal or certain operators. Though languages vary on with which operator 

to introduce [∃] (cf. Jayes and Tovena 2005, among others), they cannot have 

the episodic effect due to the obligatory introduction of [∃]. 

 This paper has shed a new light on the episodic effect of FICs among 

languages. Our next concern is on the cross-linguistic variation of modal or 

certain operators when the existential propositional operator [∃] is introduced. 

Also we need to reconsider the functions of Japanese focus particles. 

 
                                                   

Notes 

*  I would like to express my gratitude to the audience at TCP 2012 for their 



                                                                                                                                                               

comments and criticism. My thanks also go to Koichi Tateishi, for his comments 

on an earlier version of this paper. 
１ Zwarts (1995) defines ‘non-veridical’ as in (i). 

(i) A propositional operator F is non-veridical if F(p) does not entail or 

 presuppose that p is true in some individual’s epistemic model.  
２ Giannakidou (2001) defines ‘episodic’ as ∃!e∃!t [φ(e) ∧ e⊆t ]. In words, a 

sentence is episodic when it is about exactly one event that happens at a 

particular time. 
３ Naze ‘why’ and doo ‘how’ behave differently from other WH-indeterminate 

pronouns, and naze-demo or do-demo is not figured as an FCI. This is 

cross-linguistically observed (cf. Saeboe 2001: 741). 
４  Japanese can omit subject, provided it is contextually recoverable. I 

tentatively insert the first person singular in this example. 
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